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Message from NASKA 

 
 
Welcome to 2015 NASKA KaliPuja celebration! 
 
Over the past several years, NASKA has been laser focused both on connecting with our 
broader community in North America and continuing to pass on our rich heritage to our 
future generations.  
 
Today, with great pleasure we bring to you an evening of joyful and fulfilling festivities at 
Hamden Middle School, Connecticut.  We take pride in conducting the worship of Ma Kali 
meticulously with utmost devotion and care.  This is made possible due to the tireless 
efforts of our many volunteers.   
 
NASKA is thankful to all our sponsors and devotees for their support and renewed 
confidence every year.  Your commitment to celebrating and joining in our puja with 
devotion in prayers, participation in all the rituals, holy mantras creates an amazing, 
vibrant environment, providing blissful experience to all.   
 
Our puja will be performed by Shri Samiran Chakraborty, the famous priest of Goddess Kali 
from New York Kali Mandir.  In addition, we will present a scintillating cultural event with 
the mellifluous voice of renowned Bollywood singer, Mr. Debojit Saha.  KaliPuja is our 
largest community program and once again this year we look forward to conducting it in a 
joyous and harmonious manner and making it a grand success. 
 
Through our celebration we make every effort to create a caring, compassionate 
community that engages and embraces people of all cultural, ethnic, and spiritual 
backgrounds. It also builds social cohesion that promotes assertion and respect of 
diversity, and celebration of the rich spiritual heritage of mankind.  This is also the time 
when friends and family get together to share and enjoy the true meaning of life. 
 
Thank you for your gracious presence.  We sincerely wish you all good health, peace, 
prosperity and happiness in your continuing participation in one of the largest Kali Puja 
celebrations in North America. 
 
With best regards, 
 
NASKA Executive Committee 
November 14, 2015 
  



 

 

Events 

3:00PM to 6:00PM : Puja(worship) and Puspanjali(flower offerings) 

6:00PM to 7:00PM : Bhog and Path (holy scripture reciting)  

6:00PM : Prasad(MAA's blessing) distribution 

6:00PM to 9:00PM : Dinner 

9:00PM : Debojit Saha live in concert  
 

 
Samiran Chakraborty, the famous and renowned Goddess Kali Priest, Shri Samiran 

Chakroborty of NY Kali Mandir. Mr. Chakroborty is a full time priest of the NY Kali Mandir 
since 2011. He received his Baccalaureate from Burdwan 
University and completed Pourahittya[Yaginiki] from 
Paschim Banga Vedic Academy of Kolkata. Mr. 
Chakroborty was also associated with Sanskrit Parishad 
of Hooghly.  
Before coming to the USA, Mr. Chakroborty has 
performed the famous Durga Puja of Raja Krishna 
Chandra Ghosh in Chandannagar for 10 years. He is 
accredited to be one of the chosen few who have 
performed the only Mahisha Mardini puja in Chinsurah. 
He has performed Kalipuja in various Shaktipiths of West 
Bengal including Tarapith and Khyapi Maa of Birbhum. In 
New York, Mr. Chakroborty teaches Bengali to young 
kinds on a regular basis. Since 2011, he has been 
performing Mahalaya in NY Kali Mandir where the 
recitation of Shree Shree Chandi is performed by him.  

 We are happy that we are able to meet the requests made by many devotees and NASKA 

sponsors. Please come and join the worship of Goddess Kali to be led by one of the the most 

respected priests in the New York/New Jersey area, Mr. Samiran Chakroborty from New 

York Kali Mandir.  

  



 
NASKA Presents Debojit Saha 

 
Debojit hails from a quaint little town called Silchar, which is nestled in the picturesque 
Barak valley in Assam. His tryst with music is not limited to the fame and success that the 
Zee Saregamapa embraced him with, when he won the “Voice of India” title. Debojit started 
out as a singer in All India Radio and the Doordarshan Kendra in Silchar. He also leveraged 
on several opportunities to sing in concerts around Assam and West Bengal.  
He won the “Mega- final Runner Up” position in a music contest called “GAZAL-e-SARA” on 
an E-TV’s Urdu Channel. Subsequently, he grabbed the chance to participate in Zee Tv 

SAREGAMAPA Challenge 2005 and before he knew, he 
coveted the title and became a household name!  
Winning the Zee SAREGAMA title was a stepping stone to 
release his first ‘self-titled’ solo album called “DEBOJIT”. 
The album was a runaway success, owing to the romantic 
pop number called “My heart goes dumma dumma dum”. 
He also had a stint in assisting the famous music director 
Pritam, which helped him enhance his knowledge on 
music. 
Debojit has sung playback for many Hindi films such as 
Funtoosh, 88 Antop Hill, Jimmy, ”Isi Life Mein” ,“Tees 
Maar Khan” and “Saheb Biwi Aur Gangstar”.  Aasma- Sky 

is the limit where gave rendition to a beautiful melody called “Chalte Rahenge Ye Raaste” 
along with Mahalaxmi Iyer. His playback singing also extended to films in regional 
languages such as Assamese and Bangla such as “Sanghaat” (casting Jayaprada, Chiranjeet), 
“Chiradini Tumi Je Amar”, “ Potadar Kirti” (Duet song with Sunidhi Chauhan…casting 
Rituparna Sengupta, Priyansu) and Latest Bengali film called “PARICHAY” for Prasenjit 
Chatterjee. 
He has Bengali and Assamese solo album in his credit “Shopno Shajiye” and “Theek Bela 
Teen Ghotikay” both the Bengali album released from Saregama HMV. Debojit has been 
keeping himself engaged by singing jingles (for Music director like Shantanu Moitra and 
Pritam Chakraborty) and songs in daily soaps such as “Saans Bhi Kabhi Bahu Thi”, “Kyon 
Hota Hai Pyaar” and “Bhabi” etc. He also dabbled in Anchoring a Bangla music reality show 
called Zee Bangla SAREGAMAPA. He subsequently participated in another music reality 
show on Star Plus called “Jo Jeeta Wohi Superstar” on Star Plus and made it to the final four. 
He was one of the participants Shaan’s Striker’s team in the series titled as “AMUL MUSIC 
KA MAHA MUQABLA” powered by the national tv channel Star Plus in the year 2010. 
He has travelled to, and performed several concerts in USA, UK, Canada, South Africa, 
Switzerland, Republic of Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago, Mauritius, Indonesia, Bangladesh, 
Singapore, Hong Kong and Bangkok to name a few. His soulful singing sometimes touches 
people hearts and brings tears to their eyes. 
 

  



From the Editor’s Desk 

 
 
 
 

“A room without books is like a body without soul” 
 
Throughout the year, NASKA executive committee puts their utmost effort to make Kalipuja 
an unforgettable event of the year.  We try to create memories that would create 
permanent residence in your heart.  And to give that house of memories a soul of eternity, 
we publish this souvenir magazine that would become a part of your life. 
 
It gives me immense joy and pleasure to be a part of this year’s Kalipuja celebration.  Every 
effort has been made to make this evening magnanimous.  I sincerely hope that this 
souvenir magazine would also contribute to the cause. 
 
This magazine showcases literary works of writers and creative geniuses of artists from 
around the world.  I am grateful to all those who have so graciously contributed their work 
for everyone to enjoy. 
 
I would also like to thank all the sponsors and business owners for their advertisements in 
this magazine. 
 
I would like to mention that neither NASKA, Inc., nor the members of its Executive 
Committee nor I are responsible, in any shape or form, for any opinion expressed (or 
implied) by an artist, author or advertiser in this magazine. 
 
I wish you all the best and hope you will enjoy reading this magazine as much as you enjoy 
the Puja. 
 
 

Animesh Chandra 
November 14, 2015 

 
 
 

 
 

 

  



 



 



 



সন্তান ও বাস্তভিটা  
সান্ত্বনা বন্দ্যাপাধ্যায়  

সন্তানন্দে পপন্দয় পিন্দবভি হলাম বু ভি রাজা  
ভেন্তু আজ পস আমার োল পস পে োর োয়না আন্দেই পবািা।  
 
েত খাটু ভন পখন্দটভি পে পনই  পতা ভহন্দসব তার  
তার জন্দনযই  সেল ভেিু তার ভিন্তায় েরতাম ভিন পার।  
 
পস -ও পতা তখন িাবন্দতা আপন েরন্দতা েত বায়না  
েত আির েত্ন ভিবারাত্র বইত সুন্দখর বনযা।  
 
এমভন েন্দর েতভিন পতা পেন্দটই পেন্দি েন্দব  
সু্কল ,েন্দলজ ,পড়ান্দ ানা আর হহ - হি উৎসন্দব  
পস ভিনগুন্দলা পেন্দিই িন্দল পে-ই বা মন্দন রান্দখ ! 
 
শুধু্  
পেই বাড়ীটা িন্দরভিল নানান েলরন্দব  
আজও পস - পে বন্দস আন্দি আসন্দব সবাই  েন্দব ? 
আন্দস-না আর পেউ আন্দস -না শুধু্ই বন্দস থাো - 
হন্দি পে তার মন্দনর পোন্দে পুন্দরান্দনা ভিন্দনর নানান িভব -আঁো।  
 
হঠাৎ বাভড়খা ভন তাভেন্দয় পথন্দে অবাে হন্দয় পিন্দখ - 
পুন্দরান্দনা ভিন্দনর এন্দলা ভে পেউ ভনন্দয় সভিনীন্দে ! 
আর সেন্দল পোথায় পেল ভম ভি , িু িু আরও িুই এে জন।  
পান্দে না পে পিখন্দত তান্দির পিখন্দত পে িায় মন ! 
এন্দসন্দি িুজন্দন।  
খু ীর হাওয়ায় পহথায় পসথায় ঘুরন্দি আপন মন্দন।  
অবাে হন্দয় হঠাৎ শুন্দন িমন্দে উঠন্দলা পস - 
িুজন্দনন্দত অংে েষন্দি বাভড়খা ভনর মূলয ভনন্দয় পে ! 
প্রন্দমাটান্দরর োন্দি পেন্দল েত পাওয়া োন্দব  
ভহন্দসব ওরা েরন্দি বন্দস নানারেম িান্দব।  
বাড়ীখা ভন িাবন্দি শুধু্ আভম তন্দব োর ? 
পোথায় পেন্দল পিখা পান্দবা ,মা জননী আর িু িু পিন্দলটার ? 
আর হন্দব না , পিখা পবাধ্হয়  
গঁু ভড়ন্দয় পেন্দত হন্দব - 
তবু োবার আন্দে বলন্দত পস িায়  

পিখা হন্দব েন্দব?  



 

  



 

दो ग़ज़लें  

रेखा नायक ‘ररदा’ 
 

ज़रूरत क्या पड़ी है बोलिए झूठे बहाने की 
हंसाना जुर्म है तो क्या ज़रूरत है रुिाने की 
 

नसीबों र्ें लिखा है डूब ही जाना तो ए र्ोहलसन 

ये कोलिि क्यूूँ भिा टूटी हुई क़श्ती बचाने की 
 

नहीं था वास्ता र्झुसे तरेा ओ रे्रे हर्राही 
ज़रा दिि रख तो िेत ेकुछ भरर् ररश्त ेननभाने की 
 

कुिािा कर तो िेत ेिो दििों के बीच का दहस्सा 
गिी तो छोड़ िेत ेफासिे से आने जाने की 
 

बहुत थे िरू तरु् र्झुसे तो क्या कहत ेतमुहीं बोिो 
वजह कोई नहीं हालसि कभी कहने सनुाने की 
 

अभी तक सारा ज़ेवर बिं है ररश्तों का ग़ारों र्ें 
तमुहारे पास ही चाभी पड़ी है उस खज़ाने की 
 

जजसे लर्स्र्ार "रानो" कर दिया तरु्ने इिारे से 

वो बस्ती छोड़ िो फफर न करो कोलिि बसाने की 

 

र्ेरी आूँखों र्ें अब भी नर्ी रह गयी 
क्या िआुओं र्ें कोई कर्ी रह गयी 
 

यूूँ तो िररया र्यस्सर रहा उम्र भर 
फफर भी होंठों पे नतश्नािबी रह गयी 
 

बाूँट कर र्ैंने सोचा फक फाररग हुई 
जो तेरी याि थी हाूँ वही रह गयी 
 

आज भी उठ रहा है धआुूँ इसलिए 
एक चचगंारी थी जो िबी रह गयी 
 

जब चिी र्ैं सफ़र जाननबे आस्र्ां 
र्ेरे दहस्से र्ें आई हंसी रह गई 
 

िेख रानो को आकर तो अहसास हो 
जजस जगह कह गये थे थर्ी रह गई 

 

  



उसका वज़ूद कुछ भी नहीं  

अननमेष चंद्रा ‘माहताब’ 
दिल की ज़मीन पर 

रुह के आसम ां तले  

ख्व बों की आफ़ीम बोत  ह ैवह 

 

कोई चरु ने आत  उसे 

तो आपनी य िों की 

श खें क ट के 

िरू तक दपछ  करत  ह ैउनक  

 

आपनी बेख्व बी 

के इल ज के दलये  

उम्रभर दमली तनक़ीिों 

को पीस के एक 

दतदलस्मी ख क बन  दलय  ह ै

अपने दबस्तर के अतर फ़ 

रोज़ दछड़कत  ह ैउसे 

 

आपने टूटे दिल के 

इल ज के दलये  

परु नी दचदियों को जल कर 

उनकी नीली रौशनी मलत  ह ै

 

जब भी िखेत  ह ूँ मैं उसे 

सोचत  ह ूँ 

मझुसे दमलत  उसक   

कुछ भी नही 

और मेरी ही तरह  

उसक  वजिू 

कुछ भी नही 

 



 

  



পপ্রম 
অভর্ম পাভলত 

পতামার আমার জীবন্দনর অিন্দন 
আগুন জ্বলন্দি তামান্দট হলুি রন্দি। 
মন্দনর ভপপাসা ভনস্ফল এে ক্ষে 
ভনস্প্রি ঐ িাঁি, ভমন্দি এ ভনমন্ত্রে। 

 
েভি পোনভিন আোন্দ  পিন্দয় রও 
িীরু ভনিভর হভরেীর পান্দয় পান্দয়। 
পলাতে মন তখন্দনা ভনরাশ্রয় 
আশ্রয় তার পতামার পপ্রমিান্দয়। 

 
েভি ডুন্দব োও হৃিয় হারান্দনা ভিন্দন 
ভম ন্দরর মভম িুভপ িুভপ ভেিু বন্দল 
ভিওন্দপট্রার োমনার োন্দলা িাে 

পজন্দনা মুিন্দব নান্দো সােন্দরর পনানা জন্দল। 
 

োন্দলা আর নীল্ আোন্দ র ভিন্দে পিন্দয় 
ভে িাবন্দিা বন্দস সামন্দনর ভিনগুভল? 

পপ্রন্দমর পজায়ান্দর িাসন্দব ভে এ িুভট প্রাে? 
নাভে এেভিন তুভম োন্দব এসব িুভল? 

 
ধ্বংন্দসর সূ্তন্দপ েভি েবভরত থান্দে মন 
েবভরত পহাে পসইসব ইভতহাস 
আমার মৃতুয হন্দব নান্দতা রূপেথা 
জাোন্দব ভে তা পতামার বুন্দে বযাথা? 

 
আভম েভি হই নীল্ আোন্দ র িাঁি 
তুভম হন্দব তার ভনমভল আন্দলা। 

পজন্দনা েুে েুে ধ্ন্দর আভম পতামান্দেই 
শুধু্ পতামান্দেই আভম বাসন্দবা িান্দলা। 

 

আন্দক্ষপ 
গুরুিাস পাল 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

  



Wish you a very happy Deepavali and Kalipuja 

 

 

 
1869 Dixwell Ave Hamden, CT 06514 

Phone: - (475)238-8030 
 

 

“We cater for any Occasions” –  “BYOB” 

 

 

 

Present this advertise to get a 10% discount on your total check. 



 



 



 

 

 

Artwork 
By Srijita Patra 

  



A  STRANGE   EXPERIENCE  
Aswini Boruah 

 
 

This is not a short story, nor a big story idea either. Sometimes certain things happen for which no 

reason can be found out. But they do happen as it happened to me about a few years back. 

We were on our way to Pune from Mumbai. We mean, me, my wife and my younger son who was driving. 

We set out in the early hours on a particular day. It was all so nice at the beginning. The weather was 

good. The breeze was sweet too which one can call “Subaasito Moloyaa”. Our car was moving at a very 

tolerable speed and we were exchanging pleasantries, cutting jokes and humming popular tunes. 

Speeding trees, houses, road signs etc., offered us the natural treat for the eyes. But suddenly!!! What we 

saw was something ghastly. It was not a good sight and no one expects to counter such scenes while 

planning a nice journey any time.There was a body lying on the road. The body of a young woman 

probably hit by some speeding car or truck. Whatever it was, it was an accident in which some poor 

unlucky woman lost her life so tragically. 

Our minds became sad instantly. We stopped talking to each other for a long time. The only thing that 

disturbed our minds was 'where that poor woman was heading for? What was in her mind? So many 

things came to our minds that spoilt our enthusiasm almost completely. And this way with vacant minds 

we reached a place and stopped for a while for some refreshments at a dhaba near by. Our minds were not 

prepared for any food but we had to cooperate with our bellies. 

After our short coffee break, we wanted to buy some CDs to make our journey musical. And then also we 

had an experience which many may laugh it out and call us superstitious. Yes, I myself hate to be 

superstitious. But at certain times, people, however strong and determined not to believe such things 

become weak and fall prey to such beliefs. It happened to me also. When our son bought a CD and showed 

me that, I instantly felt something bad about it and wanted him to return that and  take another one . You 

know why?? The CD that we bought was named "Kishore Kumar ke Aaakhri Gaane". I told my son to take 

some other Kishoe songs as I am still a die hard Kishore 'fan' but the CD we first bought gave a jerk to my 

mind because of the title..'Aakhri Gaan'. If you laugh at me I will not bother because we all are weak at 

times. And you know what happened at the last scene of our journey? I am telling that. 

We were going to meet our niece who was working at a Company at Pune. Everything was going on nicely. 

We were enjoying our meeting after so long a time.We were enquiring about each others' welfare.Time 

was just speeding away normally when it was time for lunch. And I now simply remember a vague scene 

of mine at the lunch table about what happened to me then. I suddenly stopped seeing anything around 

me and my specs fell off on the table at the speedy touch of my hand because of a deep jerk that made me 

temporarily inactive completely. When senses came I saw my wife, my son and my niece and her 

friend doing all their best to see me revived.  Probably it was due to diminishing quantity of sugar in my 

body, as I am a diabetic for a long time and got senses back when they immediately administered some 

sugar dose. And probably that sugar dose helped me from a dire disaster. Was that 'Aakhri Gaan' 

A fore teller of coming events, I am not sure. We all were however surprised at these events right from the 

day's beginning but  became content that everything went well  proving the adage "all is well that ends 

well" to be a true  one .. And that's the end of my story for today. 

 

 

 



अहसास   

अनानमका कनोनिया ‘प्रतीक्षा’ 

महसूस  

करीम पठान ‘अनमोल’ 

 

उनकी मोहब्बत मे ूँ 

जव ब थे 

और सव ल 

कुछ भी नही ूँ 

 

न  वो कुछ कहती 

न  वो कुछ बोलत  

दिर भी 

सनुते थे एक-िसूरे को 

उनकी ख मोदशयो ूँ मे ूँ ही 

स रे जव ब थे 

 

उसने कभी नही ूँ कह  

दक मै ूँ तुमसे प्य र करती ह ूँ 

इसने कभी नही ूँ पछू  

दक क्य  तुम मझुसे 

प्य र करती हो 

 

कुछ चीजे ूँ 

महससूने की होती है ूँ 

कहने बत ने की नही ूँ 

बत ने य  जत ने मे ूँ 

अधीन-अधीनस्त  क  

सम्बन्ध होत  है 

मोहब्बत क  नही ूँ 

 

मोहब्बत दजस्म के 

दकसी अवयव की 

दिय  नही ूँ होती 

मोहब्बत 

पवूवजन्मो ूँ क  कमव है 

इस जन्म क  सौभ ग्य है 

जन्म-जन्म न्तर क  सम्बन्ध है 

 

मोहब्बत 

बहुत कुछ ह ै

कुछ भी न  होने के ब वजिू 

 

तो सनुो! 

अगर ये सब सच है 

तो मै ूँ समझ गई ह ूँ 

दक मझुे तुमसे 

मोहब्बत है... 

 

तुम सच कहती हो 

कुछ चीजें 

महससूने की होती हैं 

कहन-ेबत ने की नहीं 
 

मैंने महससू दकय  ह ै

तुम्ह र  अहस स 

अपनी धमदनयों-दशर ओ ां में 

बहते हुए 

सनुी ह ैतुम्ह री सि  

बोलन ेसे पहले 

समझ दलये हैं 

तुम्ह रे दवच र 

शब्ि बनने से पहले 

 

तुम िौड़ी चली आई हो 

बेस ख़्त  

जब भी मैंन े

दशद्दत से पकु र  ह ै

हमन ेसमझ  ह ै

एक-िसूरे की 

ख़ मोशी को 

दजय  ह ै

एक-िसूरे को 

अक्सर 

 

तो सनुो! 

अगर मोहब्बत 

पवूवजन्मों क  कमव ह ै

तो य ेसच ह ै

दक मैं पवूवजन्म में 

िवेपरुुष थ  

जो इस जन्म में 

तुम्हें प य  ह ै

मेरी मोहब्बत! 

  



Kaali Maa 
Anwesha Chandra  

(Grade 2) 
 

Kaali Maa is one of our goddesses. We all love Kaali Maa.  
One day Kaali Maa was angry and mad for some reason.  So she was 
stomping around the world.  When Kaali Maa became angry, the world 
was shaking.  Shiv Thakur was Kalli Maa’s husband. Shiv Thakur wanted 
to calm down her wife Kaali Maa. So, Shiv Thakur laid down on the floor 
on purpose.  But Kaali Maa was still mad and she accidentaly stepped on 
her husband, Shiv Thakur. Kaali Maa was ashamed of herself.  That’s why 
Kaali Maa stuck her tongue out.  

 

 

Art work by 

Auritro Dasgupta 

Age - 6 
 

 



Fibonacci Spiral 

Rishika Maitra 
(Grade 10) 

 
The Fibonacci numbers are numbers that are part of the Fibonacci sequence, a series of numbers in 
which a number is the sum of the two previous numbers in the sequence (0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13). 
These numbers occur naturally in patterns in plants, organisms, and various biological phenomena. 
The Fibonacci numbers are used to create a spiral is commonly seen in nature. The Fibonacci Spiral, 
also known as the Golden Spiral, is a figure created by forming adjacent squares with the 
dimensions of Fibonacci numbers, in increasing order, and connecting their vertices with circular 
arcs. Incorporating the spiral into visual art creates works that are inherently appealing to the 
human eye. This piece illustrates the application of the Fibonacci Spiral. It also uses warm and cool 
color schemes, and unique geometric patterns, as artistic techniques to catch the viewer’s eye. It 
was created using various colored pencils and black permanent marker. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 



স্বপ্নের গল্প 

অপ্ন োক চক্রবর্তী 

 

 

 

 

 



দিলীপ চক্রবর্ত্তী র কদবর্তো 
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জামাইষষ্ঠী 
সুোন্ত পি 

ফলান্দর ভিল –আম্রপালী, মতভমান, ভলিু, আঙুর,  সা, পান্দ  পিাট্ট বাভটন্দত হি-ভিঁন্দড়, তার ওপর পবাঁন্দি িড়ান্দনা। পেরুয়া িানার 
মান্দি ভেিু লাল-সবুজ িানা। ভেন্তু ঐ পে বন্দল না-- "প্রশ্নভিত্ত মানুষ প্রসন্ন থােন্দত পান্দর না", আমারও পসই ি া। তন্দব 
এেটা প্রন্দশ্নর উত্তর না িাইন্দতই পপলাম। মান্দন ফলার পবভ িলা োন্দলই শ্বাশুভড়, আমার পসন্দলজন্দে তাড়া ভিন্দলন-- –হেন্দো 
পন্দড়া! 
এেমান্দত্র পসন্দলজ পে ষষ্ঠীর েথা পড়ল, তার িুম্বেসার হন্দলা – এে বধু্র আমার মন্দতা খাই খাই বাই ভিন্দলা। পস লুভেন্দয় 
পখন্দয় পফলত আর মা-ষষ্ঠীর বাহন পবড়ান্দলর ঘান্দড় পিাষ িাপান্দতা।এন্দত কু্রদ্ধা ষষ্ঠী পিবী বধু্ভটর সাত পুত্র এবং এে েনযান্দে 
িযাভন  েন্দর পিন। এেবান্দর নয়, এেভট েন্দর হয় আর, ফুড়ুৎ। অবন্দ ন্দষ সমান্দজর মাথারা ভবধ্ান ভিন্দলন --বধু্ভট ভনভিৎ 
রাক্ষসী, পস সন্তান পির পখন্দয় পফন্দল। ওভিন্দে আমার ফলার থমন্দে পেন্দি, মুখ হাঁ, িাবভি পোন  তাব্দীন্দত বন্দস আভি! 
এরপর ভবতাভড়ত বধু্ মন্দনর িুন্দখ বন্দন োয়। পসখান্দন মাষষ্ঠীর ি ভন পায়। মরা, পিা পবড়ান্দলর োন্দয় ঢালা হি পিন্দট হাঁভড়ন্দত 
পতান্দল এবং সন্তান সহ বাভড় পফন্দর। এেটা প্রন্দশ্নর উত্তর পপলাম পতা এোভধ্ে প্রশ্ন হাভজর। বধু্ভট অপরাধ্ েন্দরভিল মানলাম 
ভেন্তু তার সন্তান্দনরা ভে অপরাধ্ েন্দরভিল? বধু্ভটর ভে লঘু পান্দপ গুরুিন্ড হল না? আর মানুন্দষর সান্দথ ভে মানুন্দষর ঈশ্বরও 
ভহংস্র হন্দয় োয়? 
শ্বাশুভড় তাড়া ভিন্দলন –খাও! বাবা খাও! পখন্দত পখন্দত ২য় প্রন্দশ্নর উত্তন্দরর এেটা হাইন্দপাভথভসস মাথায় এন্দলা। পপৌন্দষর পন্দর 
মাঘ পথন্দেই ভবন্দয়র ভসভজন শুরু হয়। অিমিলায় জামাই জার পিওয়া হয় আর পজাষ্ঠীর ষষ্ঠীন্দত, জামাই পান্দে। পোটা েথাটা 
ভনঘভাৎ “জামাই পাোন্দনা ষষ্ঠী”।েরন্দম ভপঠময় ভবজভবন্দজ ঘামাভি পবরুন্দল বুিন্দত হন্দব জামাই পপন্দেন্দি। তালপাতার পাখার 
হাতল ভিন্দয় খসর খসর েন্দর ভপঠ িুলোন্দনা িলন্দব। োপড় উন্দঠ আসন্দব হাঁটুর ওপর। ঘন্দর ঘন্দর োন্ধীজীর পরভিো পসন্দজ 
বন্দস থােন্দবন বাবাজীবন্দনরা। ফলার প ষ েরার আন্দেই েরন্দমর পিান্দট পাজামা-পাঞ্জাবী পিন্দড় বারমুডা পন্দর ক্রমবধ্ভমান িুভঁড় 
পলৎন্দে বন্দসভিলাম বন্দলই এই েথাটা মন্দন এন্দলা। খুব আন্দক্ষপ েন্দর স্বামীজী বন্দলভিন্দলন –“আমান্দির পিন্দ  নারীন্দত আর 
েরুন্দত ভবন্দ ষ ফারাে পনই”। পসভিন এেজন্দনর েভবতার এেটা লাইন ধ্াক্কা মারল—“বধু্ভট সংসার বুন্দি পনয় োিীভটর 
পিান্দখ”। শ্বাশুভড় নাহয় পতমন এেটা পা  পিনভন ভেন্তু তাঁর েনযা রত্নভট পতা পোলোতা ভবশ্বভবিযালন্দয়র এম এ, োর আন্দে a 
না বন্দস an বন্দস। আমার েথা িাড়ুন আভম পতা পনন্দপা। তা না হন্দল ভে আটন্দ া টাো পেভজ ইভল  ... ওন্দহা আসল েথাটাই 
পতা বলা হয়ভন—োঁন্দির পিন্দট সুবাভসত ফ্রান্দয়ডরাইস, সামানয আলুর ভিপস, িাজা িানার পপাস্ত পিওয়া োই, ফুলেভপর 
পরাস্ট। পান্দ  এেভট বাভটন্দত নারন্দেল পোড়া সহন্দোন্দে পমাহনবাোন মান্দন ভিংভড় আর তার পান্দ  হি-মাখা পমাহনবাোন মান্দন 
ইভল । ফ্রান্দয়ড রাইন্দসর সান্দথ ভম  খাইন্দয় মাটন েষা। ডুন্দমা আলুটান্দত এেটু িাপ ভিন্দলই ফুউউস েন্দর এেটু পধ্াঁয়া পিন্দড় 
মাখন্দনর মন্দতা পথসন্দে োন্দব এ আভম পিন্দখই বুন্দিভি। মাথার ওপর ফযান ঘুড়ন্দি, োঁটা বািার জনয লাইটও জ্বলন্দি। খাভে 
আর ঘামভি। পান্দ  বন্দস শ্বাশুভড় মাতা তালপাতার পাখায় হাওয়া েরন্দিন আর বলন্দিন- 
–ভে আর েরন্দব বল বাবা, েরীব শ্বশুরবাভড়, এটুেু েি মাভনন্দয় নাও। 
 
আভম পিখভি খাবার পটভবন্দল পেরুয়া-লাল-সবুজ, ইস্টন্দবিল-পমাহনবাোন সবাই এ ওন্দে পাস ভিন্দত ভিন্দত ভিভবয মাভনন্দয় 
োন্দে। 

  



Story of Dhruva 

Raima Maitra 
(Grade 3) 

 
Dhruva was the son of King Uttasapasa and Suneeti. Dhruva wanted to sit on his father’s lap but his 

stepmother Suruchi did not permit it as she wanted her son Uttama to 

be the future king. Dhruva was sad. With help of his mother and 

Naradha, Dhruva prayed to lord Narayanan (who is the form of Vishnu). 

He prayed in the forest and prayed to Narayanan by chanting “Om 

Namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya”. He prayed for months and never gave 

up. Finally lord Narayanan appeared before him and granted Dhruva all 

his wishes. Dhruva also became a bright pole star in the night sky. The 

moral of the story is never give up. If you pray to god sincerely, he will 

always help. Dhruva has set an example for us. 

 
 

Morning 
Sambhav Sau 

Grade – 9  
 

The dark, navy blue ocean 
Is like restless steel 
And only kept at bay 
By the gentle massage of the breeze 
Small and bored ruptures 
Occasionally upsurge from its depths 
Only to make it ever more invalid 
And atrocious 
 
Suddenly  
The sun’s revered chariot 
Rises with finality 
Over its monotone horizon 
Creating burnished gold 
From the titanium of the sea 
The vast stretch of water 
Is abruptly very dynamic 
As its intense arches 
Roar with the ferocity of a lion 
Another day 
Is finally marked anew 

 

  



খািঁার পাভখ 
সমীর পপান্দরল 

 

োন্দব না পেন 
তাপস পসনগুপ্ত 

 

 



 

  



এেভট পট্রন োত্রা 
অভন্য িক্রবতভী 

 
 ভনবান্দরর সন্দন্ধন্দবলা - অভফস পথন্দে পবন্দরান্দত পবন্দরান্দত অভিন্দষন্দের সাতটা পবন্দজ পেল। এমভনন্দত weekend এ োজ 
থােন্দল বাভড় পথন্দেই ওন্দির অভফস এর ভসন্দস্টম এ লে-ইন েন্দর পসন্দর পফন্দল। ভেন্তু আজ  ভনবান্দর অভফস আসার োরে 
এেটু অনয। ওন্দির পোম্পাভন র অবস্থা খুব এেটা িান্দলা োন্দে না । এরই মন্দধ্য িুন্দটা রাউন্ড িাঁটাই হন্দয় ভেন্দয়ন্দি ।প্রস্তুভত 
িলন্দি 3rd round এর ৷ ওর ভডপাটভন্দমন্ট এর অযাভসস্টযান্ট মযান্দনজার ভহন্দসন্দব ওর ওপর িাভয়ত্ব পন্দড়ন্দি োর ওপর খাঁড়া 
নামন্দব পসটা decide েরবার ৷অতযন্ত অভপ্রয় োজ সন্দ্হ পনই - ভেন্ত ভে আর েরা ! হাঁটন্দত হাঁটন্দত গ্র্যান্ড পসন্ট্রাল পস্ট ন 
পপৌঁন্দি এেবার মাথা তুন্দল তাোন্দলা । 
ভনউ ইয়েভ এর গ্র্যান্ড পসন্ট্রাল পস্ট ন! স্থাপতয পসৌ্ন্দেভ সভতযই গ্র্যান্ড৷ এবং উত্তর পূবভ মাভেভন েুক্তরান্দের পরল পভরন্দষবার 
প্রােন্দেন্দ্র ৷ আপাতিৃভিন্দত ভবভডং  ভট অন্দনেটা museum এর মত পিখন্দত - টাভমভনাল ভবভডং এর উচ্চতা পান্দ র হিতযাোর 
skyscraper গুভলর তুলনায় অন্দনে েম ৷ তন্দব  হিন্দঘভয ও প্রন্দস্থ প্রায় ভতনন্দট ভসভট ব্লে এর সমান - Midtown মযানহাটান 
এর েংভক্রট জিল এবং প্রানবন্ত urbanism এর মন্দধ্য ভনজস্ব আভিজান্দতয িাস্বর ৷ টাভমভনাল ভবভডং এর িুড়ায় আবাহন্দনর 
িভিমায় ভগ্র্ে পিবতা হাভমভস - সন্দন্ধর আন্দলা আঁধ্াভরন্দত পেমন পেন রহসযময় উপভস্থভত ৷ বান্দরা বির আন্দে প্রথম এই  হন্দর 
এন্দস এই ভবভডং টা  প্রথম পিন্দখ ও প্রথম ি ভন্দনই পপ্রম ৷ স্থাপতয ও ভসভিল ইভঞ্জভনয়াভরং এর িাত্র ভিল এেসময় - েভিও 
এখন অনয ইন্ডাভি পত োজ েন্দর, প্রথম জীবন্দনর ভবিযা পিালা সহজ নয় ৷ 
পস্ট ন এর মন্দধ্য ভব াল ইন্দলেট্রভনে ভিন এ পিাখ বুভলন্দয় পনয় অভিন্দষে -  ভনবান্দরর সন্দন্ধন্দবলা হন্দলা অফ-peak আওয়াসভ 
- weekday গুন্দলার মত অত ভিড় পনই ৷ তন্দব পাঁি ভমভনট এর মন্দধ্য এেটা পট্রন িাড়ন্দব - পসটা না ধ্রন্দত পারন্দল পন্দরর 
পট্রন আরও এে ঘন্টা পন্দর ৷ িাটফমভ ভনন্দির পলার এ ৷ পভড় ভে মভর িুট লােন্দলা অভিন্দষে ৷ হাঁপান্দত হাঁপান্দত েখন 
পপৌঁিন্দলা তখনও পট্রন এর িরজা পখালা - পোনমন্দত এেটা োমরায় পঢাোর সন্দি সন্দি স ন্দব্দ বন্ধ হন্দয় পেল িরজা ৷ 
সামন্দনর এেটা ভসট এ ধ্পাস েন্দর বন্দস পড়ল অভিন্দষে ৷ লযাপটপ বযাে টা পান্দ  পরন্দখ িান্ত  রীর টা পে এভলন্দয় ভিল ৷ 
োমরাটা ফাঁোই - প্রথম ভিন্দে শুধু্ এেটা ভসন্দট ওর ভিন্দে ভপিন েন্দর এেভট পলাে বন্দস৷ সন্দি সন্দি পট্রন টা পিন্দড় পিয় ৷ 
বাইন্দরর ভিন্দে তাভেন্দয় অভিন্দষে এর মন িন্দল োই অতীন্দত - ইভঞ্জভনয়াভরং পাস েন্দর মাস্টাসভ ভডগ্র্ী েরন্দত আন্দমভরো আসা 
- ভনউ ইয়েভ এ িােভর পাওয়া, পাঁি বিন্দরর অন এন্ড অফ courtship এর পর রীনা পে ভবন্দয়, এন্দের পর এে প্রন্দমা ন 
পপন্দয় েন্দপভান্দরট ladder এ ওঠা, পিন্দল ভরে এর জন্ম- সব ই পেন ভসন্দনমা র পট্রইলার এর মত পিান্দখর সামন্দন পিন্দস ওন্দঠ ৷ 
এতভিন পেন পোনভিন্দে না তাভেন্দয় সামন্দন পিৌন্দড় পেন্দি পস৷ এিাড়া অব য উপায় ও ভিল না - আভথভে অবস্থা তান্দির বাভড়র 
পোনভিন ই সচ্ছ্বল ভিল না ৷ বাবা মারা োন েখন তার ি  বির বয়স ৷ মা সামানয িােভর েরন্দতন ৷ ওন্দির িুই িাই পেই 
েন্দথি struggle েরন্দত হন্দয়ন্দি জীবন্দন িাঁড়াবার জন্দনয ৷ তন্দব পসইসব এখন অতীত ৷Upstate ভনউ ইয়েভ এ ভনন্দজর বাভড়, 
পমাটা বযাঙ্ক বযালান্স, স্টে options - ভে পনই তার ? প্রন্দতযে বির exotic িযান্দে ন, িামী োভড় , পিন্দলর প্রাইন্দিট সু্কল - 
সব ভেিুই তার আয়ন্দত্তর মন্দধ্য ৷ এেোলীন বাঙাভল মধ্যভবত্ত র স্বপ্ন সফল, পভরশ্রম সাথভে ! 
 
সাম্প্রভতে োন্দল অথভননভতে ও বযবসাভয়ে অবনভতর োরন্দে ওন্দির পোম্পাভন র প্রিুর লস হন্দলও মযান্দনজন্দমন্ট এখন্দনা পেভন্ত 
তান্দে িােভরন্দত বহাল পরন্দখন্দি।  
এেটা আলন্দতা  ন্দব্দ িটো পিন্দি পেল অভিন্দষন্দের। সামন্দনর ভসট এর পলােটা উন্দঠ িাঁভড়ন্দয় তার ভিন্দে পহঁন্দট আসন্দি। 
হঠাত েন্দর পেন ঠান্ডা লােন্দত শুরু েন্দর অভিন্দষে এর; পলােটা আন্দস্ত আন্দস্ত তার এভেন্দয় আসন্দি....খুব পিনা মুখ - 
"পরাভহত না?" পেন েতেটা আপনমন্দনই বন্দল পফন্দল পস।  
"এখন্দনা মন্দন আন্দি অভিন্দষে িা ?", পেষ-মাখান্দনা েথাগুন্দলা পেমন পেন জড়ান্দনা। 



"না মান্দন-" আন্দের সপ্তান্দহ ওর জুভনয়র colleague পরাভহত পবাস পে ফায়ার েরন্দত বাধ্য হন্দয়ন্দি পস।  
"আউট অফ সাইট, আউট অফ মাইন্ড ? হা হা হা" অট্টহাসয পিন্দস আন্দস অভিন্দষন্দের োন্দন। ওন্দির পোম্পাভন পত অভিন্দষে 
িাড়া পরাভহত এেমাত্র িারতীয় তথা বাঙাভল। এবং সম্ভবত ওন্দির সবন্দিন্দয় িক্ষ পপ্রাগ্র্ামার। তন্দব েখন লাি পলােসান্দনর 
ভহন্দসব হন্দয় ওন্দঠ সবন্দিন্দয় গুরুত্বপূেভ তখন পে িক্ষ আর পে অিক্ষ পসই ভবিার হন্দয় ওন্দঠ পনহাৎ ই অপ্রাসভিে। 
পরাভহত জানন্দত পিন্দয়ভিল ভে োরন্দে ওন্দে ফায়ার েরা হন্দে- পোন্দনা উত্তর ভিন্দত পান্দরভন অভিন্দষে। ভসভেউভরভট ওন্দে 
অভফস পথন্দে বার েন্দর ভিন্দয়ভিল।  
"H-1 প ষ হন্দয় পেল অভিন্দষে িা"৷ পরাভহত ওর পান্দ  বন্দস পড়ল ৷ ওর ো পথন্দে পেমন পেন িুেভন্ধ পবন্দরান্দে ৷ "Bye 
Bye American Dream". 
"ভে েরন্দব ভেিু ভঠে েন্দরি?" 
ভহম ীতল িৃভিন্দত ওর ভিন্দে তাোয় পরাভহত। 
"আমার োন্দি ভবন্দ ষ ভেিু option পনই - বাভড়র সমস্ত িাভয়ত্ব আমার ওপর - এেমাত্র earning পমম্বার আভম৷ পবান্দনর 
ভবন্দয় ভঠে েরা আন্দি পন্দরর  মান্দস।..আজোলোর ভিন্দন ভবন্দয়র খরন্দির ধ্াক্কা পতা major ..." 
"তুভম এো নও পরাভহত - পতামার মত অন্দনে পিন্দল....." 
"থান্দমা ! এটা পতামার পিম্বার নয় আর তুভমও আমার বস নও "...িীৎে৷র েন্দর পরাভহত। 
অভিন্দষন্দের পেন এেটু িয় ই েন্দর৷ বাইন্দর অন্ধোর - এখন্দনা 125 th Street Station এন্দস পপৌঁিন্দলা না ? এতক্ষে পতা 
লাোর েথা নয় ৷ 
ওন্দে এেটু সামলাবার পিিা েন্দর অভিন্দষে -  
"পিন্দখা পরাভহত, ভথস ইস লাইফ  - তুভম educated and experienced, পতামার িােভরর অিাব হন্দব না; িাও পতা 
পতামান্দে এেটা িান্দলা পরফান্দরন্স ভিন্দয় পিন্দবা  - H1 প ষ হন্দয়ন্দি পতা ভে হন্দয়ন্দি? পিন্দ  ভফন্দরও তুভম িান্দলা িােভর...." 
"সিীতা broke up with me"৷ সিীতা হন্দলা পরাভহত এর girlfriend - বড়ন্দলাে বাবার এেমাত্র পমন্দয় ৷ প্রথম পথন্দেই 
ওর বাবা ওন্দে পি্ েন্দরনভন - তার ওপর এখন ও পবোর ︕ 
"I am sorry পরাভহত " - েুভিতিান্দব বন্দল অভিন্দষে ৷ 
"ইন্দয়স I am sorry too!" 
হঠা ৎ পট্রন এর িরজাটা আেভিেিান্দব খুন্দল োয় - পেমন অদ্ভ ূূতি৷ন্দূব তার ভিন্দে তাভেন্দয় পরাভহত িলন্ত পট্রন এর 
বাইন্দর পা বাড়ায়।..." 
"পরাভহত..........︕︕︕︕" 
এে িটোয় ঘুম পিন্দি োয় অভিন্দষন্দের ৷ পট্রন সন্দবমাত্র White Plains পপন্দরান্দলা ৷ পন্দরর পস্ট ন টা ই তার ৷ িতুভিভন্দে 
তাভেন্দয় পিন্দখ অভিন্দষে; িুভতনজন স্থানীয় মভহলা পুরুষ িাড়া িারতীয় োউন্দে োমরায় পিখা পেল না ৷ 
পুন্দরাটাই স্বপ্ন পিন্দব উভড়ন্দয় ভিন্দয় পস পট্রন পথন্দে নামার পতাড়ন্দজাড় েরন্দত লােন্দলা৷ অভিন্দষন্দের বাভড় পট্রন পস্ট ন পথন্দে 
ি  ভমভনট ড্রাইি ৷ পস্ট ন এর পাভেভং লট ওর োভড়টা বার েন্দর পরভডও িাভলন্দয় ভিল অভিন্দষে ৷ স্থানীয় সংবাি িলন্দি- 
125th Street Station এর োন্দি আজ পিারন্দবলা এে িারতীয় েুবন্দের মৃতন্দিহ পাওয়া পেন্দি ৷ পস পট্রন এ োটা পন্দড়ন্দি 
বন্দলই অনুমান - মৃতন্দিন্দহর পন্দেন্দট ড্রাইভিং লাইন্দসন্স পথন্দে েুবন্দের নাম জানা ভেন্দয়ন্দি পরাভহত পবাস  - তার পন্দেন্দটর 
অনযনয োেজপত্র পঘঁন্দট জানা ভেন্দয়ন্দি  পে পস সম্প্রভত তার িােভরভট হাভরন্দয়ন্দি। 
 
অভিন্দষে অপলে িৃভিন্দত োভড়র বাইন্দর তাভেন্দয় রইন্দলা। 

  



Speech-Ridden  
Dipanwita Pal 

 
The speech is free, it’s in code, 
The social-net-site is in mode. 
The small allies filled with collage, 
Speech is now free, roaming in dias. 
 
 City, channel, streets, speech is now free, 
Throughout the space, its spoken in glee. 
At stake is life, of gentle-men, 
To make it free, in this big den. 
 
Men of wishes, men of field, 
Speech is gazing and makes its guild. 
My speech clam least rise ‘n fall, 
But I’m in doubt, it may get set. 
 
The sordid freedom rises high up, 
The speech turns its back, since its decay. 
Desire is mine to free my speech, 
But nowhere lies scope, lies no class. 
 
But I’m sure, if trapped bewitched, 
The path of free speech will take its plea. 
 
Let me say the plea of mine, 
Freedom of speech is not crazy’s wine, 
Social-net is not in line, 
The realm of real is not so fine, 
Speech & Freedom connotes namesake, 
Sounding serene, these two, for their sake, 
And vivifying us, saving from wreck. 
 
 

 
Artwork by 

Aryan Mukherjee  



The predator of the wilderness 

Anirban Mukherjee 
 
 

‘Kharab se kharab chay pio bhai,’ the shrill voice trumpeted for the third consecutive time, vaporizing Karan’s 

slumber. He found profound darkness inside the compartment; almost all its present occupants deep in sleep; 

most of them completely wrapped up in coverlets, from head to toe, a desperate measure to seek refuge from 

the chilling mid-winter night. More like the Egyptian mummies, Karan contemplated looking at the figures 

around him asleep on adjacent bunks resembling embalmed corpses in timeless sleep within their 

sarcophagi. The ambience appeared even more ghastly with a dim blue light flickering at one end of the 

rather empty train coach.  

Karan discovered that the resonating voice of the tea vendor came from the platform outside. His tall figure 

leapt out of the upper berth and descended swiftly utilizing the berths to perform a parallel bar dip supported 

by his muscular arms, landing perfectly on his toes, emitting minimal sound of impact, as the thick soles of his 

jungle boots touched down. He peeped out of the window to find the train had reached Kumbhalgarh, a 

hamlet situated deep within Rajputana, on the remotely used Ajmer - Sirohi circuit and was famous for a 

glorified fortress. Karan apparently thanked the tea vendor for waking him up, for he was supposed to get 

down at Jawai, the following stoppage.  

Karanvir Khurana was a stranger to that part of the country. While most of his co-passengers were local 

inhabitants; peasants or blacksmiths by occupation, clad in traditional attire, with their heads covered with 

colourful turbans; his peculiar urban get up : typical safari ware and more so his large Panama hat kindled 

ample curiosity amongst the locals. Afterwards, when they learnt about his occupation and the reason for him 

to visit their territory; their eyes flashed mixed emotions: fear and awe; delight and disbelief. Most of them 

huddled around him and attentively listened to some of his previous encounters, which inspired their souls 

and looking at his agile fitness and razor sharp features they were swayed; yet they sounded sceptical when 

their turn came to offer him local insights, harping on the fact that even if he might be an aficionado of his 

trade, yet he was up against extraordinary foes; utmost cunning, fast as a lightning and gruesomely ferocious. 

While Karan found most of the local wisdom exaggerated, one fact he duly acknowledged – the deeds of his 

opponents had inspired considerable terror throughout the expanse.  

After three quarters of an hour the train sluggishly covered the remaining fifteen miles and reached Jawai at 

the stroke of six. Karan disembarked onto the deserted station; engulfed by a dismal gloom and enveloped by 

a thick blanket of mist. Nippy breeze, freezing chill and absence of sun was enough for every soul to stay 

indoors. There was, however, a solitary blaze of fire to be seen besides the exit gate; couple of men were 

standing by it, getting soaked by its warmth to keep the chill at bay. As he drew closer he found one of the 

men was short, fair and plump; wearing a khaki uniform with a matching full sleeve pullover and a felt hat. 

His features suggested that he was not a local, while the other man, a complete contrast to his companion, 

was undoubtedly a son of the soil. He was slender, tall and dark, with a well-groomed royal moustache and a 

waxed sideburn; draped in befitting attire; wrapped in a sooty rug and carrying a lance like object, engineered 



by attaching sharp pointed assortment of barbs atop of a usual Sheppard’s staff.  He had a distinctly long cut 

mark across his face, which originated beneath his damaged left eye, ran through his dented nostrils and 

ended beneath his twisted lips. His horrific features tinted an unprecedented pastoral look and after noticing 

his brief banter with the other man, Karan concluded that his volatile temper and uncouth attitude were 

perfectly in mesh with his devilish appearance.  

‘Mr. Karanvir Khurana, I presume?’ enquired the man in Khaki and extended his greetings. ‘Welcome to the 

wilderness,’ he declared, ‘I am Nitin Bansal, the forest ranger in charge, the one who wrote to you; and,’ he 

pointed towards the bucolic and introduced, ‘he is Shaitan Singh.’ While Karan attempted desperately to 

overcome the bout of amusement finding such a striking match between the name and the character of the 

rustic man, Bansal carefully scrutinized the long object that was hanging from Karan’s right shoulder. He was 

looked impressed studying the instrument and was visibly inquisitive. ‘Winchester, centre shot rifle, double 

barrel.’ Karan described his gun; ‘equipped to crack down the biggest and swiftest games even from a long 

range,’ he added while noticing Shaitan Singh’s venomous stare mirroring gruesome vendetta in his eyes. ‘You 

have chosen your weapon wisely.’ Bansal complimented as they boarded his open hood jeep, parked outside 

the exit gate.  

Karan was an acclaimed hunter by profession; a crack shot sniper; people said that his aiming calibre was no 

less than his namesake, the tragic epical archer. He was often summoned across the world by kingpins 

interested in game hunting or hired by forest officers, when the situation demanded to eliminate man-eating 

carnivores.  While he never hunted for fun and always refused the invitation from the lustful tycoons, he took 

up duties to save innocent lives from blood thirsty beasts and cemented his legacy for his bravado, skill and 

empathy. He got into his current mission after he received a mail from Bansal, inviting him to come over to 

Jawai and save the acres from the wraths of a pair of leopards; both man-eaters, which had caused havoc in a 

specific village. He read tantalizing anecdotes about the terror and magnitude of lives lost, which helped him 

to decide promptly.  

While driving, Bansal narrated the tormenting tale of Shaitan Singh, the headman of Sumerpur, one of the 

numerous settlements encircling the Jawai town. While the entire belt often cited the leopards, in the past, 

they were apparently harmless. Until one night, a few months back, just after moonset, the predators tore 

apart the serenity by descending heavily on Sumerpur with supreme fury. The village was the abode of 

humble and docile peasants, who neither had any arsenal nor any contrivance for self-defence. Shaitan and 

his only son Dharma however pounced back at the carnivores armed with couple of rusty muskets. Their 

Rajput valour or their primitive weaponry was no match to the ferocious animals; they butchered Dharma 

within seconds in front of the bemused father and thudded a full blooded slap on Shaitan’s face instantly 

ripping off his left eye and crushing facial bones.  He laid half-conscious as the leopards rampaged freely and 

massacred more than twenty lives before dawn. When the forest authorities found almost a third of a village 

was wiped out in a single night, they took the hard measure to seek for professional help.  

Sumerpur was located on the lap of a crumbled hillock, amidst a plethora of gigantic rock formations on its far 

side. A shallow torrent streamed past the near side, creating a natural moat around the village. To get in or 

out of the parish, one needed to either cross the stream or climb over the rocks. Shaitan Singh informed, since 



that catastrophic night, the leopards have repeatedly encroached and attacked villagers inclusive of him in 

isolation. He was convinced that the leopards had encamped nearby; pointing towards the cliffs he said, ‘in 

paharon mein, kayi khatarnak gufayein hain,’ and suggested that those perilous caverns within the mounds 

were the hideouts for the animals. When Karan asked for the ranger’s opinion, he confirmed the presence of 

numerous naturally formed grottos, big enough to host couple of leopards, yet staging highly precarious 

contours, where animals may dwell freely but can be extremely unsafe even for the best skilled men. The 

forest department had made an early breakthrough by analysing the pug marks. The leopards were a male-

female pair, Bansal confirmed. As per the villager’s testimony, curiously the animals never attacked livestock, 

perhaps much of an easier hunt compared to humans and that prompted the natives to believe that the 

animals were either possessed or they were working by the forces of evil witchcraft.   

‘Lekin vo sirf do nahi they,’ Kabir heard a remark from someone within the crowd; Shaitan Singh immediately 

snapped back at the mass and almost threatened them to refrain from building castles in the air or to supply 

baseless information. The crowd went silent, and remained tight-lipped even after Karan persuaded; he 

looked towards Shaitan Singh in disgust and found a hint of sadistic pleasure in his eyes. Karan decided to act 

swiftly and requested Bansal to arrange for a flock of drum-beaters, whom he planned to utilize to spot the 

animals and drive them out of their secured hidey-hole.  

That evening when Karan was having a light dinner, he felt someone’s presence inside his tent; however he 

could not figure out the identity. Then suddenly the intruder fled after hearing a clamour outside; fell down in 

the process but recovered quickly to storm out of the room. Karan came out of the tent and found Shaitan 

yelling at the top of his voice, cursing and beating up someone, while the villagers stared with indifference. 

Karan went closure to find Shaitan thrashing a young girl and trying almost to gag her. When Karan tried to 

intervene, Shaitan pushed him away and warned, ‘Sehri babu, apne kaam se kaam rakkho; ye maro chhori hain 

- humare jaati mamlon mein dakhalandazi na karo.’ He locked the girl inside his house and lamented his poor 

decision of letting her study beyond an extent, evil effects of modern education et al. Karan felt utmost 

repugnance on witnessing the act of a gory masculine hoodlum and swore, he would have taught the 

headstrong headman a befitting lesson if the situation was different.  As he went back into his tent, he found 

pieces of broken glass bangles scattered all over the floor, which perhaps caused the crunching sound when 

the intruder fled. He also found a folded sheet of paper lying at one corner. Meanwhile, Bansal was back with 

a troupe of drum beaters. Karan placed the paper in the pouch attached to his belt, where he stored his 

ammunition. He picked up his Winchester rifle and strode out to join the group.  

Karan, Bansal and Shaitan stood atop the first great monolith and surveyed the land in front of them. The 

contour was a midsized megalithic site surrounded by gigantic vertical rock pillars in a circular fashion; 

inside which there were patches of thickets of thorny plants, which surrounded a second array of randomly 

scattered stone blocks, piled up on each other, creating narrow passages, sharp turns, deep falls and those 

infamous grottos. A small stream of water, perhaps a branch of the brook, trickled over the rocks on the right 

side and created a swamp beneath it. ‘The left side thicket is the only option for us,’ Karan declared and 

ordered the drum beaters of approach the innermost section covering the other three sides simultaneously. 

Within a few minutes, the men got their formation right, torches were lit up from all directions and drums 



and canisters started to roll at highest amplitude tearing apart the prevailing silence. It was not long before 

everyone heard a deep roar inside the central cavern.  

Shaitan was the first to spot a movement at the left corner of the thicket; amidst the deafening sound, the 

bigger male leopard had made its way from the caves into the coppice. The wood was too dense for Karan to 

aim accurately at a moving target. He hopped over the rocky apex and sprinted towards a relatively less 

dense section of the thicket to create an opening. He realized that he had only one shot at his disposal; else 

the frightened animal might run away or even worse if it gets injured, it might lead to a greater calamity.  

Karan reached the intended spot and prepared for the assault, when suddenly the leopard changed its course 

and started to move diagonally across towards the spot where Bansal and Shaitan stood. Suddenly, Karan 

spotted the female leopard; it was stationed just above a giant reclining rock pillar very next to the rock 

where the duo stood and was preparing for a leap. He understood the scenario; the animals had staged an 

uncanny strategy of dual attack; he screamed in horror to warn the men but his voice was supressed by the 

drum beats. He was too far away from where the leopard was and conditions too murky to execute an assault.  

Suddenly a gunshot drew everyone’s attention; Karan had blank fired to startle the animals. The drummers 

ceased their act and in a split second all the cacophony transformed into pin drop silence. Karan yelled at 

Bansal and Shaitan to warn them when suddenly the female leopard let out a rancorous roar. Both men 

looked up and panicked to find the leopard ready to pounce. They ran in different directions; while Bansal ran 

towards Karan, Shaitan bizarrely sprinted downwards. Karan was aware that the male leopard was waiting 

inside the thicket and realized that the headman would require immediate cover. He fetched a bullet from his 

pouch and loaded the gun and in the process his eyes fell on the folded paper he kept inside his pouch. The 

paper unfurled into the breeze; Karan saw a brief note written in plain English; he was left spellbound after 

reading it.  

Meanwhile, Shaitan Singh ran straight into the male leopard. Bansal yelled at Karan to shoot, spotting the 

animal emerging from a bush; but Karan remained inert like a mannequin. Shaitan was first bewildered on 

seeing his nemesis at such proximity and then javelined his makeshift lance towards it. Bansal meanwhile 

was howling at the top of his voice; unable to induce Karan. The lance missed its target and within a flash the 

leopard pounced on the headman and fractured his neck with a single jab of its paw. It roared vociferously 

after the kill, as if to let out a cry of triumph, while the female reciprocated from its seat. The male leopard 

leaped and sprinted to join its companion, completely oblivious and ignorant of the surrounding. Once the 

animals united, they jumped over the cliff and sprinted away from the village deeper into the wilderness, 

perhaps never to be seen again.  

Karan stared blankly towards the horizon; Bansal came to him and pushed him hard demanding for an 

explanation. It was too agonizing for him to digest the hunter’s refusal to act at the most crucial juncture. 

Karan didn’t utter a word; instead he simply handed over the note to him. The ranger read the note in 

abhorrence and his facial expression changed. He read against, this time loudly:  ‘I am writing in English so 

that my father Shaitan Singh couldn’t recognize. If he realizes, he will reduce me into pieces and bury me 

alongside the numerous animals he had hacked in past. My father is a poacher; the real predator of this 

wilderness. He and my brother trapped the infant cub of the leopards and slayed it. They skinned the carcass and 



sold it to a rich man for a large sum. Animal instincts have led the leopards to us and we shall be tormented until 

they avenge their cub. Please let justice prevail.’ As Bansal joined Karan looking far out into the horizon, the 

first rays of dawn appeared, announcing a new beginning and restoration of the ecosystem of life. 
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Characteristics of a Devotee 
Avinash Pancholi 

What are some of the traits of a true devotee?  Where can a devout soul seek guidance?  
What in the nature can inspire us to walk on the path of Bhakti? 
What is Bhakti?  “Saa tvasmin param prem rupa,” says Naradji, the messenger of Bhagawan 
Vishnu, who goes around singing “Narayan, Narayan.” In other words, the supreme form of 
love is devotion toward God, or Bhakti is the supreme form of love, according to Narad 
Bhakti Sutra. 
But there are more question to ask and understand such as: How do we do Bhakti?  How do 
I know that I am doing it properly, as I should or ought to? 
In this day and age, with so many so-called self-made Gurus out there “angling” for 
followers, naturally it’s very hard to discern between a devotee who earnestly wants to 
seek God, and those who have just joined the bandwagon of Bhakti for material gains. 
In the Bhagwad Gita, Bhagawan Krishna tells Arjun that there are three pathways to God 
realization: Gnan Yoga (path of knowledge), Karma Yoga (path of selfless action) and 
Bhakti Yoga (path of devotion and a complete surrender to the Creator). 
For a seeker of the truth about Bhakti, there can be no better guide than the Song Divine 
(the Gita).  However, with so many people talking about the Gita, it’s quite confusing for a 
beginner where to begin to look for the right source to understand this vast subject which 
is oft misunderstood. 
Fortunately, I had privilege of listening to lectures by Swami Nikhilanand, a disciple of 
Jagadguru Shri Kripaluji Maharaj, who explained some of the characteristics of a Bhakta.  A 
scholar par excellence, Swamiji’s discourses are punctuated with quotes in Sanskrut from 
the Gita, the Bhagwatam, the Vedas and Upanishads.  He illustrated his talks with some 
examples from everyday life, such as elements of nature, to help us understand the subject 
in scientific terms.  
Here are some of traits of a Bhakta, Pujya Swamiji shared with us: 
• A Bhakta’s heart * could be compared to water 
(*Antahakaran, inner tool/instrument, the inner most core, conscience, utensil to receive 
and hold Bhagawan’s Krupa/grace) 
Even after being boiled up to 212 degrees Fahrenheit or 100 degrees centigrade, it may be 
boiling, but the water would extinguish fire. Also, once taken off the heat the water cools 
down to room temperature. 
Why? Because it’s innate nature (dharma) of water to cool down, and to extinguish taap 
(heat). 
In this jagat (the world) surrounded/enveloped by Maya, we all are being tormented by 
santaap - worries, misplaced fears and miseries that cause an excruciating heartburn and 
suffering.  The objects of the world, such as money, physical strength, beauty, intellect, are 
all materials subject to decay and have no potential to provide succor to a soul scorched by 
the Kaliyuga (the Aquarian Age).  Seeking happiness in the material objects leads to 
frustration.  No wonder, the majority of humanity is suffering because it does not know 
where to look for true and lasting happiness, anand or bliss.   
A true Bhakta remembers Bhagawan ahar-nish (day and night), sarvadaa (always), with all 
his/her mind and heart, to quench the eternal thirst/longing for Bhagawan. That’s why 
irrespective of surroundings and circumstances he/she regains swasthata (being 
centered/focused in one’s own real Self, Atma, rather than body). The Bhakta also knows 



that thanks to the Ishwar Krupa (grace of God) his/her heart gently dives deep into the 
waters of bhakti to cool down time and again. 
So, a true devotee knows to seek refuge in Bhagawan, and not in the objects of the world 
that are transient and ever changing. Irrespective of the circumstances, even if the entire 
world is up against you, or when everything is going on smoothly, always seek refuge in 
Hari, says Vallabhacharya Mahaprabhuji, one of the greatest devotees of Shri Krishna.   
“Ashakye va, sushkye va,  
sarvathaa, shranam Hari (h).” 
Thus, a true devotee is one who unconditionally surrenders to God.  That is why he/she can 
be in a blissful state, even after living in the Mayic world. 
• A true devotee is unassuming and simple. He/she learns even from a grass. Yes, 
grass that gets trampled upon by animals, including the most pernicious and unforgiving 
among them, the humans (I bet it sounds misanthropic, but it is true!). Barring few 
honorable examples of caring humans, how many of us really care for the other living 
beings on the face of mother earth that supports us all? 
A humble plant, grass is amazing. The mercury plunged down and it felt like minus 28 
degrees (below zero) centigrade with wind chill in New York, February 20, 2015.  The 
water freezes at zero (0) degree centigrade.  The grass plants were buried under heaps of 
snow and ice for over six weeks.  And lo and behold, out came the sun and although it still 
looked pale yellow, almost black and lifeless in spots, it was alive. It springs to life with a 
couple of sunny days in March and turns verdant again.  However cold be the winter, come 
spring, the grass regenerates, year after year. 
Additionally, the grass lets flowering plants like clover grow for the wellbeing of sarva 
bhuta/s (all living beings). The bees enjoy the nectar from the flowering plants in meadows 
and make honey that nourish their babies and heal other beings.  
The grass and plants feed the cow, the compassionate bovine that provides nourishing milk 
to other animals-including those not-so-kind humans who slaughter and eat the cows that 
give them life supporting fluid. There is so much to learn from Mother Nature.  
How much can we learn from the lowly grass! What a peaceful coexistence! An unmatched 
strength to spring back to life, despite being subjected to unbearably cold/hot 
temperatures and being abused, exposed to pollutants and trampled upon! 
A Bhakta knows how to regenerate him/herself even after being put to many acid tests.  
Despite being bothered, cheated, abused, insulted, he/she keeps on going by constantly 
being connected to his/her Creator! That enables him/her also support others walking on 
the path of bhakti (selfless love for God that seeks nothing in return) and want to seek I 
(surrender) of Bhagawan (God) to relish the Bhaktiras (the Divine Nectar of Selfless love 
for God). 
All bhaktas are in a way Anupama {(peerless, incomparable in the way they seek solace 
(shantvana)} by surrendering to Bhagawan though nishkam bhakti (devotion without 
worldly expectations).  They walk tall among the millions - caught up in the world of Maya. 
Some upamas (examples, similes, metaphors, comparisons) may us understand the true 
nature of a devotee and thereby encourage at least some of those always seeking mundane 
favors and objects of the world from Bhagawan, may once in a while feel like elevating 
themselves and may attempt to pray to Ishwar to experience bliss anand that’s the very 
nature of all Atmas (souls). 
• Going back to water, we know, one of the five mahabhutas has some amazing 
properties that can help us understand how to turn our lives around. 
Water always flows down. It goes back to its roots, origins.  It returns favors to the mother 
earth, Pruthvi mata.  It remembers very well where it came from. It is an epitome of 
humility. It may be inanimate, nonliving (ajiva) molecule of hydrogen and oxygen H2O, but 



it feels, “Let me quench the thirst of the earth and her children, sarva bhuta, all living 
beings.”  
However, dirty it may be, polluted by noxious chemicals and industrial toxins ultimately 
ending up in water, it gets purified once comes in contact with the light of the sun. It 
evaporates and forms clouds to come back to earth as precipitation, parjanya, to purify and 
cool down the earth and its inhabitants. 
Water retains its latent heat for a long times and takes time to cool down, or to warm up, 
unlike rocks that go blow hot, blow cold so fast.  Water helps marine animals survive by 
floating on the surface as snow or ice after it cools down to 4 degrees centigrade.  How kind 
and considerate of the living beings that live underneath!  The snow and ice face the biting 
winds, providing a benign blanket on the top, while fish and other marine animals continue 
to survive below. 
It’s rightly said: Salilam jivanam. Water sustains life, supports life. It’s where life originates 
and thrives. 
A true Bhakta never ever forgets his/her roots: He/she is always aware of the Creator and 
remembers that he/she is an ansh (part) and, Bhagawan is the anshi (the source, whole). A 
Bhakta thanks God copiously for the favors and tries to help others with what he/she has 
received and gladly shares with other jivatmas gifts from God. 
Performing austerities (not for the sake of siddhis, but to devote time and energy for 
devotion) and longing for divine love, through art naad, performing arati, singing kirtans; a 
Bhakta shines in the light of Bhakti that purifies his/her mind and heart.  With the 
sublimation of vasanas, unfulfilled desires, his/she makes concerted efforts, sannistha 
prayatna, to uplift him/herself. That’s why time and again, God realized saints beings and 
saints, come to mityulok (earth planet) to help others, support them and guide them on the 
Bhakti path. 
Bhagawan Shri Krishna explains Arujana in Bhaktiyoga chapter of the Gita: Who is dear to 
Him? In chapter 12, sloka 13, describing traits of a Bhakta, the first and foremost, lakshana 
(mark, trait) of a devotee is having no dvesh (hatred) to any being, Shri Krishna says: 
Advesta sarva bhutaanaam… (Having no hatred to any living being, including trees, 
animals; and not just humans only). 
Shrimad Bhagwat Mahapuran also says: essential characteristic of a bhakta is: Amaatsrya 
(being Irsha rahit, without envy, ill will to any being). 
Let’s all seek answers to fundamental questions of life, such as: what’s Bhakti? How to do it, 
by studying the Gita and scriptures such as the Ramayana and the Bhagwatam.  We should 
listen with a rapt attention to saints like Swami Nikhilanand, who can help us understand 
the guiding principles of the Santana Hindu Dharma.  Last, but not the least, let’s continue 
to learn from elements of Mother Nature such as water and plants. 

 

  



Come on, everything is not possible! 
Amrita Mukherjee 

 

Raindrops were caressing her face and were giving her the ultimate happiness and pleasure, as Jiya drove 

past one more hairpin bend. It was drizzling and she enjoyed every single drop touching her body. Jiya was 

driving her scooty and Vicky was sitting behind her and was enjoying the strands of Jiya’s silky hair, playing 

with his face. Jiya and Vicky had a brief courtship and about 2 weeks back they finally tied the knot. They 

were residing in Mumbai and were off to Khandala for their honeymoon. They had just entered the ghat road 

when all of a sudden to their pleasure it started to drizzle. Jiya loved driving her scooty and she continued to 

drive through the ghat roads as the drizzle turned into a heavy downpour. They were all wet and looked out 

for a shelter, but it was hard to find one on the expressway. Jiya slowed down and both of them looked here 

and there in quest for a shelter and at the following hairpin bend, Jiya missed to spot of a speeding Xylo 

heading from the opposite direction; within seconds, the Xylo rammed the scooty head on. 

Jiya came back to her senses after 10 days and found herself in the hospital bed with tubes connected all over 

her body. Jiya’s mom was standing beside her with teary eyes. Jiya asked her mom, “Mom? Why am I here? 

What has happened to me?”Her mom said, “Hail the almighty! You have recognized me Jiya!” 

“Am I not supposed to remember you?” Jia asked in a tired tone. 

“You had a severe head injury as you met with an accident on the way to Khandala, dear,” cried her mom. 

“The doctor was not sure if you will remember anyone of us at all! It is only God’s grace that you survived 

even after such a severe accident and that too on your honeymoon trip!” 

“Honeymoon? Mine? What rubbish! When the hell did I get married?” Jiya asked in a confused tone. Her 

mother gave a flabbergasted look, within moments her eyes were moist, and shebroke down into tears. 

It was almost 2 weeks; Jiya was still on the hospital bed but to Jiya’s mom astonishment Jiya never asked her 

about Vicky. After a week, Jiya was transferred to a cabin. Jiya’s mom was on a call and was standing by the 

window in Jiya’s cabin, when a tall, fair, and handsome guy entered the cabin with an arm sling around his 

neck. He came up to Jiya and asked, “How are you feeling now?” 

Jiya looked at him blankly and in the meantime, Jiya’s mom was back. She slowly said, “Who is this Jiya? Can’t 

you recognise him? He is Vicky, your husband!” 

Vicky took his mother-in-law in the corner and said, “Mom, I just had a talk with the doctors, they said Jiya 

was badly hurt in her head and as a result she has gone into a state of anterograde amnesia; but doctor said 

within a year or so hopefully she will be fine,” he concluded with moist eyes. 

“What does that mean, beta?” asked the anxious mom. 

“Well whatever I understood from their conversation, it means that she is suffering from short term memory 

loss and all happenings that occurred during the last year or so in her life have completely got erased.” 

Jiya’s mom felt almost hysteric; with immense effort she tried to control herself and spoke, “How are you now 

beta?” 

Vicky replied, “Mom I am fine now. I just broke my hand in the accident. I flew off during the impact and fell 

on a big block of stone. The doctors have plastered it and asked me to take rest as much as possible and since 

you are here with Jiya, I usually come in the evenings to see her and take updates from doctors,” he paused. 



“Jiya was the prime victim. She was very badly injured. After the accident when I was back to my senses and 

found my face was covered with blood but Jiya was not responding to anything. People there had already 

called for an ambulance and we both came here immediately after it arrived.” 

Everyday evening Vicky came to Jiya with a hope that she will recognise him but that never happened. 

Everyday whenever he entered Jiya’s cabin, she blankly looked at him. A couple of week later doctor said to 

Vicky, “look we tried our level best; everything is not possible to get back in your life, once lost. Surely, you 

people are blessed ones, so you are still alive after such a fatal accident. You can take Jiya home, but without 

fail continue the medicines. If you notice any degradation or progress, please do inform me, and bring her for 

a check-up.” 

 

Vicky assumed that once Jiya comes home, seeing all know things, she might get back the memory. However, 

there was no change after Jiya came back to her house. She used to stay quiet and most of the time she would 

stand by the window and looked out. Vicky used to show her their pictures together, even the marriage DVD 

but there was no change. Vicky took her to the restaurant she liked, bought her the things she liked but all in 

vain. They occupied separate rooms even as she refused to believe that she was married to him. 

One night it was raining heavily, in the midnight, Jiya woke up after hearing a blistering noise of thunder. She 

got down from her bed, walked to the window, and looked outside. Meanwhile, Vicky came to Jiya’s room to 

check if everything was fine or not; his eyes soon caught Jiya by the window; he stared at her and he was 

nostalgic. 

Memories started to flow – how they enjoyed each other’s company when they were in during their courtship. 

They both loved to have golgappa at the chowpatty and then a hot cup of tea from Ramu mama’s shack on the 

beach. He recalled how much Jiya loved walking in the rain and always forced him to walk with her. Jiya by 

then turned and walked up to the bed, Vicky was back to his senses, and he closed the door and went back to 

his room. The next day Vicky left for an important official trip to Chennai for a month so he asked his mother-

in-law to be with Jiya. 

The month just flew by; it was time for Vicky’s return. He was optimistic that this time Jiya would recognise 

him for sure and welcome him back with a warm hug. When he rang the bell of his house it was his mother-

in-law who opened the door. Vicky entered and saw Jiya was sitting on the sofa with a newspaper in her hand 

but staring at him. Vicky anticipated a miracle but she didn’t show any reaction, took her eyes off him. Vicky 

understood, and slowly went to his room. Soon his mother-in-law came to his room and said, “Vicky can you 

take Jiya to the doctor this evening? A month has passed but she is showing no improvement”. He took her to 

the doctor that evening and after a MRI scan, the doctor said, “Vicky, the blood clots are still there and hence 

not of much improvement. Hopefully it will slowly get dissolved but may take another couple of years!” 

 
Since then five more years had passed by; everything still remains the same. Every morning Vicky wakes up 
with the hope that the sunshine of the new dawn will drive away the gloomy darkness of their life. He still 
prays looking at her blank eyes that they shall overcome the toughest test of their lives someday, when he 
dreams of the eon of their togetherness and the opportunity for a fresh start to a life personified for both of 
them; rediscover their togetherness all over again. 
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SPONSORS 
Executive committee of NASKA is grateful to all our sponsors for their generous contributions. We 
would like to thank you all with deepest appreciation and gratitude. 
 

Grand Sponsors 
Mr. Tarun Chowdhury 

Mr. Nirupam Basu 
Mr. Samir Podder 
Mr. Ranjit Basak 

Anonymous 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sponsors 

Mr. Abhijit Sarkar Mr. Kaushik Mitra Mr. Sarbamangal Choudhury  

Mr. Animesh & Tania Chandra Dr. Nitya Chakraborty Mr. Satyabrata Sau 

Dr. Anjan Saha Dr. Pabitra Saha Mr. Shivaji Banerjee 

Anonymous Mr. Prabal Ghosh Mr. Soumitro Mukherjee 

Mr. Arya Bhattacharya Mr. Prabir Patra Mr. Subhasish Ganguly 

Mr. Ashoke Bhattacharjee Mr. Rajnarayan Basak Dr. Subroto and Jayanti Roy 

Mr. Bipul Sarkar Mr. Ranadip Acharya Dr. Suman De 

Mr. Dhrubajyoti Chattopadhyay Dr. Saborna Das Mr. Vivekbrata Basu 

Mr. Dipak Ghosh Ms. Sanchita Maitra Dr. Avijeet Mitra 

Mr. Girija Sankar Bhunia Mr. Sanjit Sanyal Anonymous 

Ms. Gouri Chatterjee Mr. Santanu DebSikdar Mr. Anjan Roy 

Mr. Tirthankar Chaudhuri Dr. Avijit Mitra  

 

Our status of 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization can double your contribution to NASKA 

by as simple as downloading 501(c)(3) charitable matching contribution form from your 

employer's web site and forwarding the form to us. We will take care of all paper works. Some 

employers may need registering NASKA as eligible 501(c)(3) non-profit organization in their 

database. This is a onetime process and should take 2-3 minutes at your end to complete the form. 

This small effort from your end can go long way in making NASKA a successful organization. 

If you have any question about the process, our office bearers will be grateful to assist you. Please 

forward your queries to naskact@yahoo.com.  

 

 



SPECIAL THANKS 

Executive committee of NASKA would like to express their gratitude to all the donors and sponsors 

who preferred to remain anonymous and helped with their support and donation. We would also 

like to thank the following individuals for their help and generous donation during Kalipuja. 

Thank you!!!  

 
Dr. Subrata Das Annonymous Mr. Ajit Karmakar 

Dr. Debasiah Deb 
Mr. Soumyadeep 
Bhattacharya Mr. Pranab Sutradhar 

Ms. Tilotama Ghosh 
Choudury Mr. Anirban Tarafder 

Mr. Arindam Hajra 

Dr. Sanjay Banerjee Ms. Anasua Chatterjee Ms. Susmita Deb 
Mr. Ayan Sarkar Mr. Kalyan Chakraborty Mr. Phanindra Chakraborty 

Mr. Partha Sarkar Mr. Sudhanshu Bose Mr. Samar Banerjee 

Dr Avijeet Mitra Mr. Monosij Mazumder Mr. Suman Majumder 

Mr. Sudipto Chatterjee Mr. Sudip Bhattacharya Ms. Dola Sengupta 

Dr. Tapas Banerjee Mr. Samit Bhattacharya Mr. Manikana Kundu 
Shyamal/Ratna Bhowmik Mr. Sudip Chakraborty Mr. Saikat Roy 

Mr. Vivekbrata Basu Mr. Novonil Sarkar Mr. Dipak k Dey 
Mr. Ashim Vashist Mr. Probal Ghosh Mr. Anshupati Bishwas 

Mr. Nilesh Mukhopadhyay Mr. Bhojo RajBongshi Mr. Ananda Banerjee 

Mr. S Banerjee Mr. Shubhodeep Dutta Mr. Bishnu Dash 

Mr. Arunava De Mr. Anrindam Chakroborty Mr. Shib Ray 

Mr. Swagato Bhattacharya Mr. Subrata Roy Mr. Chinmoy Saha 

Mr. Gautam Sarkar Mr. Bipul Sarkar Mr. Pamela Chatterjee 

Mr. Devapriya Mallick Mr. Dipak Adhikari Mr. Chinmoy Ghosh 

 

A note of thanks! 
Executive Committee of NASKA Inc would like to thank you for all your support and cooperation. It 
has helped us immensely in our endeavor. Thank you for recognizing the spark in NASKA and 
giving us the opportunity to be what we are today.  

Thank you. 

 Volunteers  

 Advertisers  

 Hamden Middle School, Hamden, CT 

 New York Kali Mandir, NY 

 Parichoy of New Haven, CT  

 Bengali Association of Greater Hartford, CT 

 Local Indian Groceries and Restaurants   



Income Expense Report – 2014 

 



  

 

 



ASIA GROCERS 

Welcome to the Home of Fresh Vegetables 
Vegetables fresh from the farm 

Number one producers of Indian Vegetables in New England 

   

Three Convenient locations 

230 W Hill Rd, 
Newington, CT 06111 

Phone - (860) 570-1112 
Sunday - Thursday: 10AM-8PM 
 Friday & Saturday: 10AM-9PM 

44 South Main Street 
East Windsor, CT 06088 
Phone -  (860) 831-0013 

Monday - Sunday: 10AM-8PM 

699 Park Avenue 
Bloomfield, CT 06002 

 

 
Indian, American, Chinese, Thai and more. 

More variety and quantity than anybody in the NorthEast. 
Our quality cannot be beat, and our prices are low. 

Our meticulous vegetables have been displayed on countertops for years and years, appreciated by 
our valued customers. 
www.asiagrocers.com 

 

 



 



 


